A new monitoring approach for multimode processes based on quality-related common subspace separation is proposed. In the model, the data set forms a larger space when the correlation between process variables and quality variables is considered. And then the whole space is decomposed: quality-related common subspace, quality-related specific subspace, and the residual subspace. Monitoring method is performed in every subspace, respectively. The simulation results show the proposed method is effective.
Introduction
Multimode is one of the characteristics of the networked control systems. Adding product quality information into data set for complex process monitoring is a good approach in industrial process. It will be easier to monitor and forecast the product quality online if these data are utilized reasonably in process monitoring and fault diagnosis field. As we all know, in many production processes, the quality indexes of products are obtained by experimental analysis offline instead of being measured directly online owing to the limitations of existing technology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, data can be obtained online in some processes of chemical industry field, where we can get a mass of data directly and timely, and the quality information can also be contained there. To find the internal relations of the obtained data, thousands of domestic and foreign scholars have made a great effort, and many effective methods have been proposed to realize the quality monitoring and forecasting of products online [7] .
Traditional quality monitoring and forecasting methods based on analytical model are highly dependent on the precise mathematical model of the object being diagnosed; thus its practical application is limited. Since multivariate statistical regression methods such as principal component regression (PCR) [8, 9] and partial least squares (PLS) [10] have overcome the deficiencies described above in recent years, they are becoming the hotspot in quality monitoring and online forecasting field that the contemporary scholars at home and abroad focus on [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
As a powerful multivariate statistical method, PLS can not only establish the relationship between quality data and process data accurately but also maintain good robustness with the assumption that the data obey a Gaussian distribution. It is an effective tool for monitoring the multivariable industrial process, which can be described by linear model. In the case of nonlinear data, traditional PLS may have a great error or even fail to establish the regression model. Despite all this, the PLS method can still be used to solve this problem if we do more preliminary work. Kim and Rosipal mapped the nonlinear data from the original space into a high-dimensional space, and they found the approximate linearity between these data in the new space and then utilized PLS. In this way, the regression problem for nonlinear data was resolved. In general, we call this preliminary work a kernel trick; the modified PLS is named KPLS which is short for kernel partial least squares. KPLS can also reduce the dimension of the sample space and eliminate the noise and correlation of data.
To solve the monitoring problems for multimode processes, various strategies have been proposed and put into process monitoring [17, 18] . Sub-PLS modeling algorithm has been developed to solve the multimode problem [19, 20] . In general, the monitoring programs will be adjusted according 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering to the different modes; that is, the monitoring program will be switched when the mode switches from one to another. Wang et al. studied the monitoring approach based on mode identification for multimode process with transitions [21] . However, the monitoring system often malfunctions in the transition processes. In this paper, considering that in the same system the common part exists in most modes, monitoring the common part and specific part, respectively, is a good way to reduce fault rate.
In this paper, a multimode process monitoring method based on quality-related common subspace separation is proposed. On the basis of the common subspace separation method, we consider the correlation between process variables and quality variables in model using KPLS, and then we separate the whole space into three parts: quality-related common subspace, quality-related specific subspace, and the residual subspace. At last, we monitor the fault in every subspace, respectively. Experiment results show the proposed method is effective. The advantages of this paper's methods are as follows. (1) The characteristic relationships between different modes are considered, and the complexity and fault rate of the monitoring program are reduced. (2) Fault can be detected accurately and timely in one of the three subspaces when it occurs. (3) Quality-related common subspace reflects local structural information of input data variables in each mode and has the strong ability to explain quality variables.
Quality-Related Common Subspace Separation
Suppose that the two industrial production patterns in the same production line are Modes A and B. and are the original process data sets of Modes A and B, where
and are their quality data sets, where =
, ] ∈ ( × ).
In addition, J and are the variable number and sampling points, respectively. The extraction steps of the quality-related common subspace are as follows.
(1) Map the original process data and quality data from the original space to the feature space as
Find the relationship between quality variables and process variables to get the quality-related process data:
(3) PutΦ( ) andΦ( ) together as the new data sets:
(4) Extract the quality-related common subspace:
Important symbols and their meanings are listed in the abbreviation section.
In the second step, the interrelation of quality variables and process variables is establishedas follows:
In the formulas (1), and are scores of the process variables and the quality variables of Mode A, respectively, and and are scores of the process variables and the quality variables of Mode B, respectively. Using the formulas above, we can get quality-related process dataΦ( ) and Φ( ).
For every data point of the feature spaceΦ( ) ∈Φ( ),
. In addition,
are centered nonlinear mappings of the input variables. Project data points in into the tangent space atΦ( ), and linearly align the local coordinates into a single global coordinate system in . Consider
where
is the mean vector, and Q is a tangent space projection matrix. Q can be estimated by performing the optimal rankapproximation of the centered data matrix. L ∈ R ( × ) is an affine transformation matrix and b ∈ R is a translation vector. Consider Q L in (2) as a transformation matrix; a linear transformation can be obtained as follows:
where W = Q L , ‖W‖ 2 2 = 1. Solve W and b under the least-square regression. Obviously, the result is expected that eachΦ(X ) can be directly mapped asΦ(X ). Consider
where ( ) is a function to make the measurement data approximate the common subspace data pointΦ(X ).
The least-square regression problem is given as follows:
where is a positive parameter.
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According to (5), the object function (W , b ) is as follows: The optimization W and b should meet the following conditions:
Then
Here, the last equality holds becauseΦ(X )e = 0. Thus, the optimal W and b can be obtained as follows:
After the optimal W and b are estimated, the sum of squared errors can be evaluated as follows:
So we can get (11) from (9) as follows:
LetΦ(X ) =Φ(X )L and symmetric matrix L = L = L 2 . Then, simplify the expression as follows:
where both I and I are identity matrices and G is symmetrical. Thus,
When the sum of the squared errors in each neighborhood is determined, an objective function can be constructed to express the global embedding as follows:
Solve the following problem, and obtain the embedding:
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From (16) ,Φ(X ) can be gotten corresponding once the minimum trace was determined. In consequence we can obtain the quality-related common subspaceΦ(X ) = [Φ(X 1 ),Φ(X 2 ), . . . ,Φ(X )].
After obtaining the quality-related common subspace, we can decompose the quality-related process data of Mode A and Mode B into two different parts: the quality-related common subspace and two quality-related specific subspaces are independent to each other. One haŝ Φ (X ) =Φ (X ) +Φ (X ) , Φ (X ) =Φ (X ) +Φ (X ) . (17) Next, we built the principal component models of the common subspace and two specific subspaces as follows:
whereP ( × ) is the common loading and is the PC number.P ( × ) and T 2 ,
the loadings of two quality-related specific subspaces; and are the retained PC numbers in the two qualityrelated specific subspaces.Ê andÊ are the specific residual matrixes.
Monitoring of Multimode Processes
To verify the validity of the method, we can monitor the Hotelling-2 and SPE, respectively, in quality-related common subspace, quality-related specific subspaces, and residuals spaces.
Assume x new ( × 1) is the new observation vector, which has been normalized by the mean and variance in advance. To calculate the common score, we project it onto the unified common subspace. The common score and Hotelling-2 statistic are calculated as follows:
where Λ is the covariance matrix of the common subspace, which is also connected with the retained PCs. Use the following formulas to calculate the corresponding specific score and the Hotelling-2 statistic in quality-related specific subspaces:
Use the Hotelling-2 to detect the faults of the common features. If the result shows there are no faults in the common features, the specific Hotelling-2 can reflect the faults in the specific features. Simultaneously, the value of SPE can be used to detect the process faults in residual space.
Experimental Results
We add the correlation between process variables and quality variables in model based on the traditional subspace separation method and then apply the new multimode monitoring method to the process of the electrical fused magnesium furnace (EFMF). Simulation experiment verifies the method above is feasible. Firstly, define the normal process and quality data of Mode A and Mode B as, X , X , Y , and Y , respectively. There are seven crucial variables in each column of the data sets, including the value of three-phase current, the value of three-phase voltage, and the relative position of the electrode. The furnace temperature is the only quality data. A normal batch run which belongs to Mode A contains 400 sampling points. It is used to verify the feasibility of the above-proposed method. The Hotelling-2 statistics values, which are dependent on the confidence region of the common subspace, have been shown in Figure 1(a) . In the case of the different specific subspaces, as is shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) , the Hotelling-2 statistics values depend on the confidence region in Mode A only. We will know the operating mode of the EFMF from Figure 1 Next, we use the above-proposed method to monitor an abnormal batch run which belongs to Mode A. Previously, we introduced process faults from the 350th sample point. As shown in Figure 2 , the proposed method can detect the fault effectively in quality-related common space, specific space, and residual space.
Conclusion
In this paper, the proposed approach, monitoring for multimode processes based on quality-related common subspace separation, is feasible. It makes the correlation between the quality-related common subspace and each mode data set and also reduces the complexity and fault rate of the monitoring program. Utilize the EFMF process as a backdrop; simulation experiment verifies the method above is effective. In the experiment we can see how the proposed method performs, which shows the desirable improvement in multimode processes. As application method, it should be applied in many similar multimode processes to help understanding and improving the monitoring model. 
